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Structure of the talk
• What is academic freedom?
• Why do we need it?
• What specific rights do/should we have as teachers and
researchers?
• UNESCO vs. legal protection, Sweden as an example

• Academic freedom in practice
• Two main causes of violations in the Western world
• What can be done to protect academic freedom in practice?
• Example: Academic Rights Watch, a Swedish watchdog
monitoring academic freedom by documenting violations on its
webpage

What is academic freedom and why do we
need it?
• Basic definition: academic freedom is the freedom that
researchers have to pursue their own research questions in
whatever direction it takes them and communicate the results
to whoever they want, provided they adhere to strict scientific
and ethical standards?
• Note: a freedom under responsibility!

• We need academic freedom for the universities to be able to
fulfil their societal role
• UNESCO recommendations (1997) :
• “preserve, disseminate and express freely opinions on traditional
knowledge and culture”
• “pursue new knowledge and its application without constriction
by prescribed doctrines”
• “maintain a critical distance to society”
• “take a longer-term view”

• We cannot do any of this without considerable academic
freedom!
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What specific rights do we have as teachers
and researchers?

• UNESCO Recommendation concerning the Status of HigherEducation Teaching Personnel – our “gold standard”
• Status: “soft law”, not legally binding
• Describes the norms that have traditionally governed Western
universities over the centuries
• Inspired by the Humboldt University

• Academic freedom seen as involving rights but also
responsibilities

• Only a soft law, but not entirely without normative force
(UNESCO, article 74):
• “Member States and higher education institutions should take all
feasible steps to apply the provisions spelled out above to give
effect, within their respective territories, to the principles set
forth in this Recommendation.”

• Applies to all “higher education teaching personnel”:
• “‘higher-education teaching personnel’ means all those persons
in institutions or programmes of higher education who are
engaged to teach and/or to undertake scholarship and/or to
undertake research and/or to provide educational services to
students or to the community at large”

• So, the UNESCO recommendations also cover PhD students’
academic rights
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• Swedish law:
• There is no legal category corresponding to “higher education
teaching personnel”

• Spanish law: ?

• UNESCO, article 25, concerning meritocratic hiring:
• “Access to the higher education academic profession should be
based solely on appropriate academic qualifications,
competence and experience and be equal for all members of
society without any discrimination.”
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• UNESCO, article 26, concerning civil rights:
• “Higher-education teaching personnel … should enjoy freedom of
thought, conscience, religion, expression, assembly and
association as well as the right to liberty and security of the
person and liberty of movement.”
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• UNESCO, article 28, on freedom of teaching (Lehrfreiheit):
• “Higher-education teaching personnel have the right to teach
without any interference … and … not be forced to instruct
against their own best knowledge and conscience … Higher
education teaching personnel should play a significant role in
determining the curriculum.”
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teach without any interference … and … should not be
forced to instruct against their own best knowledge and
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• Not really protected (recently protected ”as a general principle”)
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• UNESCO, article 29, on freedom of inquiry:
• “Higher-education teaching personnel have a right to carry out
research work without any interference …. They should also have
the right to publish and communicate the conclusions of the
research of which they are authors or co-authors … .”
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• UNESCO, article 17, concerning institutional autonomy:
• “The proper enjoyment of academic freedom and compliance
with the duties and responsibilities listed below require the
autonomy of institutions of higher education …”
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autonomy of institutions of higher education … .”

• Swedish law:
• Not really protected: Vice Chancellor and University Board
members are appointed by the government, with little
involvement of researchers and teachers

• Spanish law: ?

• UNESCO, articles 31 and 32, on self-governance and
collegiality:
• “Higher-education teaching personnel should have the right and
opportunity … to take part in the governing bodies and to
criticize the functioning of higher education institutions,
including their own … and … the right to elect a majority of
representatives to academic bodies within the higher education
institution.”
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• Swedish law:
• Freedom of speech protected in the constitution, collegial
governance not protected, University Boards without academic
majority

• Spanish law: ?

• UNESCO, article 46, on security of employment:
• “Security of employment in the profession, including tenure or
its functional equivalent, where applicable, should be
safeguarded as it is essential to the interests of higher education
as well as those of higher-education teaching personnel.”
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• Swedish law:
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sense, others in a “very soft” sense

• Spanish law: ?

• UNESCO, article 48, on dismissal:
• “No member of the academic community should be subject to
discipline, including dismissal, except for just and sufficient cause
demonstrable before an independent third-party hearing of
peers, and/or before an impartial body such as arbitrators or the
courts.”
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• Swedish law:
• Just and sufficient cause protected, but not the rest (university
internal “part tribunal” decides cases, but appeal can be made to
independent court, although at considerable financial risk).

• Spanish law: ?

• UNESCO, article 30, on other professional activities:
• “Higher-education teaching personnel have a right to undertake
professional activities outside of their employment ….”
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• Swedish law:
• Protected

• Spanish law: ?

Academic freedom in practice: two main threats
• Some rights are legally protected, some not, and some are
protected only in principle, not in practice
• There is plenty of room for violations
• Examples: “cancel culture”, investigations of lecturers teaching
controversial topics …
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• Key causes of violations of academic freedom
• New Public Management and neoliberalism
• Running universities like private companies
• Governance by setting simplistic but measurable goals monitored by
an ever growing administration

• More surprising (and controversial): feminine culture
• The traditional focus on truth, knowledge, academic achievement
etc. is replaced by a focus on human relations and “soft values”

• (An extreme masculine culture obviously threatens academic
freedom, too, for example in China or Islamic countries, but this is
less of a threat in the West and not the topic of this talk.)

• New Public Management (NPM) and neoliberalism
• NPM clashes with civil rights and collegial governance:
• Public criticism of the university or its management disallowed
(”brand protection”)
• Critical intellectuals dismissed, bought out or subjected to internal
investigations or other administrative sanctions
• Collegial governance replaced by a line-of-command style
governance with managers or politicians on top
• Introduces uncertainty and double standards regarding basic civil
rights (“shadow management”, Sörensen and Olsson, 2020)

• Feminine culture
• Both Spain and Sweden are more feminine than masculine
(Masculinity Index, MAS, see Hofstede et al., 2010)

• Feminine and masculine cultures differ systematically in
attitudes to education and work

• Feminine culture clashes with meritocratic hiring and freedom of
expression (but should promote collegial governance)
• Consider UNESCO again on meritocratic hiring:
• “Access to the higher education academic profession should be based
solely on appropriate academic qualifications, competence and
experience and be equal for all members of society without any
discrimination.”

• Feminine culture is in agreement with the second part (equality)
• However, it clashes with the first part: that hiring should be based
on qualifications, competence and experience
• A feminine culture values instead friendliness, relations, cooperation
and quality of life – “nice persons should be hired!”

• Feminine culture clashes with freedom of expression: severe
research criticism is rejected as unfriendly and non-cooperative;
unfriendly speakers are cancelled

• NPM + feminine culture = toxic combination, as witnessed by
gender mainstreaming at Swedish universities 2017-2019
(Olsson and Sörensen, 2020):
• “[W]e conclude that gender mainstreaming was introduced as a form
of identity politics though government action and de facto
supervision; that the latter was problematic from the perspective of
institutional autonomy; that the choice of gender studies as a
preferred scientific framework for university policy had a chilling
effect on inquiry and free speech in other areas of research; and,
finally, that gender mainstreaming led to violations of some scholars’
individual rights.”

Academic Rights Watch (ARW) – monitoring
academic freedom in Sweden since 2012
• A foundation since 2015
• Main purposes:
• Documenting violations of academic rights at Swedish universities
on academicrightswatch.se (some translated to English on
academicrightswatch.com)
• Publishing opinion pieces in major newspapers etc.
• Writing legal complaints to authorities and Ombudsmen

• Guiding principle: “sunlight is the best disinfectant”
• Since 2012:
• 300 entries documenting violations of 50 individual scholars’
academic rights using UNESCO 1997 and the Swedish constitution
as our gold standards
• 50 published opinion pieces in newspaper and other outlets

• Some recent cases documented by ARW
• Teacher forced to reconsider course literature on early 20th
century fascism due to pressure to have more female authors
(too few female fascists at the time …)
• Professor investigated for expressing his scholarly view on
biological sex differences during teaching at Medical School
following complaint by a student (conclusion: “risk for
discrimination” and need for new even more far-reaching gender
policies)
• University confirmed the dismissal of a Lecturer even though an
independent court had found the university’s grounds for
dismissing her (on the pretext of scientific fraud) unsubstantiated

• Some recent cases documented by ARW
• Professor critical of hiring process prohibited from expressing her
view to others than her superiors
• ACTIVE CASE IN ASTRONOMY: High profile professorial couple in
Astronomy found to have violated Swedish work environment
law following complaints of “excessive” scientific criticism and
other supposed unfriendly behavior (such as not contributing to
coffee making at the department, an accusation which was, for
the record, firmly denied by the accused)

• Starting the conversation, others following
• Occurrences of “Academic Rights Watch” contra occurrences of
(the equivalent of) “academic freedom” in Swedish mainstream
media

• Some recent milestones in the protection of academic
freedom in Sweden
• Help from authorities: Universities criticized by the Parliamentary
Ombudsmen and other authorities for restricting freedom of
speech and other rights, following complaints by ARW and others
• Improved system of handling allegations of fraud: Allegations of
scientific fraud are now handled by an external body whose
decisions can be appealed in court, following a case in the
European Court of Human Rights (for which ARW wrote a support
letter)
• New general law: A new law in the Higher Education Act enacted
on July 1, 2021, stating, as a general principle, that universities
must protect and promote academic freedom

• Summing up
• UNESCO’s 1997 recommendations give scholars far-reaching
rights (but also many obligations)
• Some rights are protected in law, others are not, and some
protected rights are only protected in principle, not in practice
• In practice, scholars are subjected to “cancel culture”, dismissal,
administrative sanctions and other repressive behaviour
• Key explanations in the Western world: New Public Management
and feminine culture
• Sweden as a case study
• The importance of publicly documenting academic violations
• Academic Rights Watch as a case study

The end

